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ii::{7,.1t: ft:I=i:l i::i: Define communicative strategies through formal and informal conversation.

Discuss recent communication tools like SMS, Blogging, Tweeting, Review writing.

Recognize various forms of written cornmunication - Report writing, lnstructions, Recommendations,
Letter Writing, etc.

Comprehend and explain different types of reading strategies - skimming, scanning, etc.

Using appropriate vocabulary and expressions

$$r, Utilize the knowledge and content in communication which obtained after viewing TED Talks and BBC.
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Utilize the limit and continuous definition for differentiate given functions.

Make use of Parlial differentiation to solve multi variable function.
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. C102.3fl Using Riemann sums and Fundamental Theorem of Calculus to evaluate integral.
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$wffi
Apply integration technique to evaluate area, volume, integrals.

Solve ordinary differenti al equation.of different types.
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Jnderstand the properties of matter and bending stress developed in elastic materials.

Nii.f.t'.0-$$ Understand basic knowledge in laser, fiber optics and their utilization in different fields.

Understand thermal behavior of different materials and its applioations in heat exchangers, oven ancl
refiigerators

Understand basic quantum concept and dual nature of matter waves antl relate the conoept with
;canning tunneling microscope

Wffi understand the various pararneteplllcrystal structures and crystal growth techniques

Apply the concept of ultrasonics in the field of industry and medicine.

ffi.w;:
N Outline the purification of water.

;j,fiil'tii$\i ulasslry and txptaln the types ot adsorption and their theories

Nkr.-ffi Explain the knowledge about phase diagrams, attoys anO tfreir uses,
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Compare and relate the various types of fuels.

Illustrate the phenomenon of produqtion of electric current.

Identiff the various elements present in ground water.
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ffi Make Use Of algorithmic solutions to simple computational problems.

Apply function concepts to solve simple python programs'

Develop python programs with oonditionals and loops.

Make use of Python data structures - lists, tuples & dictionaries in simple python programs.

Build python programs using file concepts.

Explain about object oriented programming concepts using python.

Develop the students to familiarize with the standards and perform free hand sketching techniques.

Explain the concept to draw projeotions oflines and plane surfaces in 2 dimensions.

Illustrate the different types ofsolid and understand the concepts relating to projection ofsolids by usin

change of position method.

Construct and apply the knowledge in projection of section of solids and development of solid surfaces.

Develop the students and to create awareness by making 3D Drawings based on the Isometric view and

Perspective projections

Develop the solids from orthographic view to pictorial Projection.
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Construct to write, test and debug simple python programs

Construct Python program to implement conditionals and loops.

Build Python program to implement function concept.

il;; Develop Python program to implement list, tuple and dictionary.

i\\ [
Build Py,thon programs to read and write data fronVto files in p1'thon.
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$$i$Xi'ffi Develop python programs using pygame.
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Make use of Winkler's method to determine the DO content of water sample.

Utilize the argent metric method to estimate the amount of chloride content of water sample.
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Determine the amount of iron content of the given solution using Potentiometer disc.

Identi$ the mixture of acids using conductivity meter.

Determine the strength of HCI using conduct metric titration.

Determine the amount of copper oontent of the given solution using EDTA method.

Explain and write technical based definitions, instructions and create checklists along with writing about
ining in the technical environment

Illustrate and explain the graph and charts and write technical letters and emails effectively.

lnfer and write descriptions related to a process, sequencing words and develop technical vocabularies.

ine and prepare resume, write analyical essays and paraphrase the difficult texts in simple
after finding the exact meaning of technical terms.

Demonstrate and write reports and prepare minutes of the meeting effectively.

Utilize the knowledge and content in communication obtained after viewing TED Talks, BBC, You
Tube contents and lecfures etc.

Understand electrical and thermal conductivity of solids and thereby classify solids based on energy

Imparts knowledge about fundamentals of semiconducting materials and illustrate their properties that
extensive applications in semiconductor device fabrication,

lines the significances of magnetic and dielctric materials. Finds wide application in digital circuits
for electronic and
Classifu the optical properties ofmaterials and illustrates its behaviour in optical devices.

Summarizes new engineering materials (materials of the future) synthesis, properties and their norel

Apply magnetic materials in digilal circuits for electronic and computer devicei inrj dielectric rn-rteriats
in storage devices,
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i-:!,i.)::.:::,:i:Lil:ri*l::i Develop diagonalization of a matrix using similarity transformation.

ldentifu the line, surface and volume integrals using Gauss stokes and Green's theorems and their
verification.

tdentifu the region and differentiation for the complex function.

Make use of residue theorem for evaluation of real integrals.

Solve ordinary differential equation using Laplace technique.
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Understand the basics of civil and mechanical engineering contributions to the welfare of tne soclety



@hods to measure area, angles and distances

@building components and modern materials

D".mrt*t. th" *orking principles of power plants and IC engine components

ffisofrefrigerationandAirconditioningcyc1eandcomponents.
tte fietd of mechanical & civil engineering
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and voltage on basic electric circuits'

ffi
Apply tt* b"st" "t**t 

concepts and basic network problems solved

!w*$ Understanding the principles of 3 phase circuits

$il$.Rffi Simulation of Basic circuits

line the scope ofbiodiverSity and ecosystem
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E-plain the causes, gffects, prevention methods of pollution

plain the different types ofresources

e social issues and its act of the environment

Explain human population and its environment

Explain principles of green chemistry

@ofplumbingandcarpentrycomponentSforresidentialandindustrialbuildings
and demonstrate the model using pipe line and wood joints.

E.platn th" pr'rr*tptes of basic welding, machining and sheet metal operations and demonstrate the

workins usins lap, butt and tee ioints, simple turning and turnine, Dri1li

Demo"st.ate tt e working of centrifugal pump, air conditioner, smithy, foundry, fitting operations.

Drmonstrate the working operation of different types of wiring (Residential, Fluorescent and staircase

wiring), measruement of electrical quantities, energy using single phase energy meter and resistance to

rth ofelectrical equi
Demonstration and study of electronic components and equipment like resistor color coding and CRO,

Logic gates, soldering practice, and measurement of ripple factor in HWR and FWR, generation of clock

pemonstrate the welcting operation of butt joint using overhead welding position, preparation of mortise

& tenon ioint and knurling, dismantling and assembling of four strqkq tnglne
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generated voltage and torque developed in all Electrical Machines

Analyzing the pertbrmance of DC machines as Generator

Analyzing the performance of DC machines as Motor

Introduction to PMBL DC Motor

Explain the structure of the basic electronic devices and select appropriate filters for rectifiers.

Experiment with UJT, JFET & MOSFET structure and its characteristics.

Develop the small signal equivalent circuits of transistors and experiment with BJT and MOSFET.

Develop the amplifiers using the basics of multistage and differential amplifiers.

Explain the structure of feedback amplifier and oscillators.

Describe the applications ofspecial diodes such as Shockley and Tunnel diode.

Identify the Performance Characte.istici of OC Strunt,

Identify the Perfbrmance Characteristics of DC Shunt Generator (Self & Sepa,?t"ly Ex..,ted) by
conducting load test
Identi$,thePertbrmanoe.Characteristiosof1o&3orra,s@
Testing of DC Machines (Swineburn's Test, Hopkinson's Test)

Testing of I O Transformer ( OCiSC Test & Sumpner's Test)
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Jnderstand the principle involved in Coal based power plants and methods to improve Rankine oycle
:fficiency.
Jnderstand the concept of gas power cycles and gas turbine power plant, diesel power plant

Understand the working principles of various nuclear reactors and safety measures in nuclear power
olants.
Classifr various alternative fuels to produce energy

Apply the energy and economic issue and waste disposal method of power plant

Apply the knowledge of Solar and wind power plant for various application in erreigy s1^steror

NYAE Experiment with junction diodes to obtain VI characteristics.

tdentify the characteristics of Bipolar and unipolar devices.

Analyze the rectifier circuits for ripple factor and its efficiency

e20ffi4 1 Develop wave generating circuits using bipolar devices

Develop various types of amplifiers and oscillators for their parameters.

Design and simulate amplifier and oscillators using ORCAD pSpice
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Solue numerical diffe.entGion

lve initial value pt
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Summarize the basic process involved in IC tabrication

plications of operational ampliher (Op-Amp)

@ uno xon-rinear applications
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\4"d.t th. b. *-"rtrol system using transfer function approach and to understand the basrc components

rf control systems. : : :
@tharbiiraryinitia1conditionsandestimatetimedomainspectttcattonSoIIlrSt
lnd second ordef sYstems.

-"rtt..ct p"l.-/Bode,Nichol's plots for frequency response analysis (open and closecl toop lrequency

resnnnqe)

euvz. tt e st"uitltv of the system using Routh and Nyquist criterion.

Apply state spaoe representation technique to analyze the controllablltty and oDservaDlllly or Ine systclrr

@mtechnica1specificationsofcontrolSyStemS'DeveIopsimulattonmodels
rsins MATLAB.

ticsof1o&3oinductionmotorbyconductingloadtest

ll1s".'t.q6
tofindvoltageregulationbyemf,mmf,zpfmethods

Devel,op V and Inverted V curves of three Phase Synchronous Motor

Jtitize the no load and blocked rotor test of single and three phase tnductton motor to predlct tnelr

rorrivalent circuit oarameters

[#..1 $
N#.Wlii @ons,Adder/Subtractorandcodeconvertercircuitsusinglogicgates'

@orandchecking,encoderanddecodercircuitsusinglogicgates.
Snstruct the counters and shift registers using logic gates.

E-p*t-"rt *ith multiplexer, demultiplexer and Timer IC applications using logic gates and lC 141

lnamn
Experiment with application of Op-Amp and VCO, PLL using ICs.

Construct Schmitt trigger and astable multivibrator using ICs.

' 
ffi tnterpret the power point presentation using effective visual aids

M.ffi[-: ;tro* tfre ways to develop and determine personal presentation style

@ca1developmentandcomparewithpresenttechnologicaldevelopment.



Illustrate the steaav-state operaii6i*ofTffiEtil#"' ffi:T#ffi
Tpectlgl rng&&g-gl!y{*,a gg![pg!"rE3ld foimation of matrices]Solvethe_pow".no*pffi
Raphson load flow oroblems
Apply the Z-brs -i

pply the Z-bus *it.

c
_signal disturbances.

mmarize the concept of DeregulationE po*ilyrt".

Summaries ur.nrr"r*rffi
Develop Microprocessot

ries the architectures una f*
Explain.o*mon[@
Develop microcontr

odel the uppli.utio,



Develop Java programs with the concept's inheritance and interfaces

Build Java applications using exceptions and VO streams

Develop Java applications with threads and generics classes

Develop interactive Java programs using swings

Apply features of object-oriented programming to solve real world problems

.ffiffiY ilApply the concepts of Physics to get familiarized in error classification, analysis, calibration techniques

I :-"*'^ land various sensor signals required to design a Mechatronics system
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Iilustrate the working principles of motion, proximity and ranging sensors and their applications

Demonstrate the principles behind the working of fbrce, magnetic and heading sensors

Illustrate the working principles of optical, pressure and temperature sensors for Mechatronics system
desien
Apply the concept of various signal conditioning methodologies to build a Mechatronics system for
Aerospace, Home appliances, Mahufacturing, Environmental monitoring applications
Illustrate the working principles of promising sensor technology in wearable device

Experiment with P, PI and PID controllers and stability analysis using MATLAB.

onstruct the Modeling of Systems and Design of Lag, Lead and Lag-Lead Compensators.

huct the Position Control Systems, Synchro-Transmitter- Receive.r, Simulation of Control Systems
Mathematical development tools using MATLAB.

xperiment with AC and DC Bridges and Dynamics of Sensors / Transducers using Bridge Networks.

xperiment with Power and Energy Measurement, Signal Conditioning, Process Simulation using
trumentation Amplifier and A/D and D/A Converter.

Construct the Transfer Function of DC Servomotor and study of Transients.
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Enhance the Employability and Career Skills

Make themselves as Employability Graduates

Develop their confidence and get help to attend interviews successfully
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Develop and implement Java programs for simple applications that make use of classes, packages anil
. nterfaces.

Develop and implement Java programs with array list, exception handling.

Develop and implement Java programs using multi threading.



Design applications using file processing and generic programming.

Design real time applications using event-driven programming.
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Develop the Building Blocks of Embedded System

Make use of Various Embedded Development Strategies

trxperlmenr ljus uommunlcatlon rn processors, Input/output interfacing.

App1ythebasicsofRealtimeoperatingsystem;
glerating system tool.
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Explain the steady state stability and dynamic characteristics of motor load electrii drrve system

Develop the knowledge about working operation of single phase and three phise firlly controlted
ronverter and Chopper fed separately excited dc motor drives.

*'i'c.r:; Bxplain the operation of various methods of solid state speed control of induction rnotor drives.

3xplains the operation of various methods of solid state speed control of synch.onous rnoto. arut
rermanent magnet synchronous motor drives.
Apply the knowledge to find the Transfer function of DC motor load and .onue,-tei and clesign tlre
;urrent and speed controllers for closed loop control oldrives
ExplainstheimportanoeofsolidstatedrivesatpreSentandfeature*itr,.ei@
working operation of Electric Vehicles

S...ffit })i.ffi

NG$=iffi Explain the causes for abnormal operation of a power system

Explain the characteristics and functions of Electro-Magnetic Relay

Apply different protection schemes for apparatus protection

*-€=+
Explain the characteristics and functions of Static &amp; Numerrcal Ret"ays

;..:,fl81,#5-$ Explain the working of different types of Circuit Breakers

Dxplain the different types of testing of power sysrem componenti



Apply Various selection criteria for selection of Electrical machines for applications.

Develop different types of excitation and driver circuit for stepper motor and also builds a
microprooessor base closed loop control of stepper motor
Build different types of power controller circuits which is used to excite the windings of Switched
Reluctance motor also makes of sensors and without sensors to control the speed and current of SRM.
Develop the EMF and Torque equation of Permanent Magnet Brushless DC motor and builds a power
controller circuit unit to control the current and speed of PMBLDC motor.
Construct the phasor diagram of Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor from EMF and Torque equation
and also develop the power controller for its operati
Construct the Synchronous Reluctance Motor with different types of rotor construction and explains its

Make use of the various Special Electrical machines for Medical based application
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Outline the VI characteristics of SCR & generate the Gate Pulse using R, RC & UJT.

Outline the characteristics of MOSFET, TRIAC and IGBT.

Outline the output response of step up and step down MOSFET based chopper

Outline the output response of AC voltage controller and also obtain the output response of SMPS lor
various mode of operation

Outline the output response of a single phase & Three phase IGBT based PWM inverter.

Model a Buck Boost Converter & Fly back Converter Using MATLAB / Simulink
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+=i Ability to understand and apply computing platform and software for engineering
Problems.
Ability to programming logics for code conversion
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Ability to acquire knowledge on A/D and D/A.

Ability to understand the basics of serial communication.

Ability to understand and impart knowiedge in DC and AC rr"t". int*t .,rg
{c:'tt+l] Ability to understand the .basics of software simulators.

'o create an Industrial environment and culture within the institution.
.ostandardizeIaboratoriestoindustrialstandard,the.eb

Tounderstandandexhibitd1f|1rentphasesofprojeci
rn breadboard, PCB design, PCB making, Final assemblv and testins

To demonstrates soft skills like working in team , documentation and presentation.

To inculcate innovative thinking and thereby preparing students for main project.
'o promote the concept of entrepreneurship.
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Identifythevarioustypesofover,ottug@werSyStem
Classify the breakdown mechanism i, dif
Develop the circuit for generating diffe."

Build the knowledge of high voltages und

Understand the test procedure ofelectr
bushing and isolators and characteristics ofprotective devices
Show the necessity ofinsulatibn coordira
and equipment to be protected

Explain the overview of power system operation ana control-

Model the power frequency dynamics anA

Model reactive power-voltage irte.uctio
system load.

Apply the iterative methods to sorve ttre@
Utilize SCADA and its unnlication

ruct power flow algorithm for planning ana opeiaton orpoweisystem

the fundamentals of C programming in trivial problem rotuing
Enhance skill on problem solving by constructing algorithms
Ldeltify lotr,ion,
defined functions for solving ttre problem

Demonstrate the use of Strings and string handling functions
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understand the origin and detailecl ctasi@
Describe the evolutionary concepts and theories of t*rman rigtrts

Develop the critical thinking and unde.s

Understand the constitutional provisio

Demonstrate ttre t umi

pply the implementation of human .igtrts

Make use of the TQM p.inciples by.n.an.ogernert

Develop the leadership quality, teamwork, p

Apply the new management tools rn indu@
Apply the different types of manuge-",

Identifi, different International StanOai@
ild the various basic d

Develop u ron.,putei
Formation of Network Matrices using MATLAB
Analyze the Power ftow
MATLAB.
Analyze the Fault ,Transient And Sm

Develop a Simul ink tvto<Iel uffi Economic Dispatch ancl Loaci - F*qrrerrynamics of Single Area & Two Area Systems.
Develop a Computer
using MATLAB.
Develop a simulation fo. po*e.

Ability to urd"^tund

Analyze ,h. Shudo*in

Ability to install C.la 
"on"

Ability to und".r,oi

Ability to understancl th

Abilitytounderstand@

To summariz
thoughts. 
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o summarize the various motivational, leud".

To interpret the various controlling approa

o apply about the strategic methods i*

Understand th. .orlputing

Explain about interrupts and timers of FtC ttticro.orrtrott",

nderstand and utilize the peripherat O"r@
Understand the basic structure and operition of A@rocesso,
Explain about programming arrd applicu@
Apply the knowledge of PIC programming (

H+,ill!',.N

will acquire the ability to

ills to the prolect task.
Students *ltt u"qll
gpecific audience in both the written and oral forms also with ethical resp

ideas clearly ur,t iot e.e.,tty to

ts will be able to utilize the -od",
Students will acquire collaborative skil

Students will be able to t"
improve it.
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